
LOCAL POLICE OFFICE IMPROVES INTERNAL 
COMMUNICATION AND COLLABORATION 
USING GDPR COMPLIANT SECURE 
ENTERPRISE MESSAGING 



Seamless and secure collaboration is a key for today’s frontline respondents. 
When a Europe-based local police office needed to upgrade its 
communication infrastructure, it turned to Infinite Convergence’s NetSfere 
for a secure enterprise messaging platform that helped the office align with 
industry best practices, increase effectiveness, and migrate away from 
consumer-grade messaging platform. 

OVERVIEW 
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Like all other Police offices in the country, the employees of this office were using Whatsapp to 
communicate and collaborate. In addition to lacking key administrative controls, the existing messaging 
solution was not GDPR compliant, and could not be relied on to exchange confidential information that 
impacted the ongoing time-critical cases they were handling. 

The bottom line was that the office needed a comprehensive messaging solution that not only addressed 
the organization’s regulatory vulnerabilities but introduced administrative controls and file-sharing 
capabilities for improved time-critical collaboration. 

The office chose Infinite Convergence after extensive due diligence on the NetSfere messaging platform. 
In addition to market-leading security and control, one of the key reasons for the decision was Infinite 
Convergence’s proven track record in delivering end-to-end, next-generation mobile messaging solutions 
to carriers and enterprises globally, enabling more than 500 million users and over 1 trillion messages 
annually. 

THE PROBLEM



The Police office faced many of the same challenges as other similar organizations struggling to make the transition 
from consumer-grade messaging platforms to next-generation, secure mobile messaging technology. Recognizing the 
need for a secure mobile messaging solution for organizations in similar situations, Infinite Convergence had launched 
NetSfere with industry-leading security and control safeguards — features that directly addressed the desired 
outcomes the Police office hoped to achieve. 

THE SOLUTION 

Administrative Controls

Comprehensive administrative controls increased the ability to monitor and manage the transfer of information 
across employees, formalizing policies and procedures that reinforced the security and adherence to best practices. 
The ability to delete conversations and wipe devices remotely, screenshot capture notifications, and message reten-
tion adjustment features were equally helpful.

Compliance

Designed to manage the sharing and storage of protected data, NetSfere’s secure enterprise messaging platform 
facilitated compliance with GDPR and other regulations, which was lacking in the earlier consumer-grade platform. 

Collaboration

NetSfere empowered the employees to communicate securely and safely with their preferred channels for communi-
cation – text, voice and video in an instantaneous, contextual and highly engaging mobile messaging environment. The 
intuitive user interface, HD Audio calling, HD Video calling, Group Video calling, Screen sharing, Guest User invitations 
and Broadcast channels were some of the extensively used features which enabled the officers to securely collaborate 
anytime, anywhere. 
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Security

The NetSfere platform equipped the office with highly secure and end-to-end encrypted messaging infrastructure. A 
robust slate of file-sharing features further incentivized officers to migrate away from consumer-grade messaging 
platform for the exchange of time-critical confidential information. 



The Results  

In a short timeframe, NetSfere transitioned the Police office from an unsecured consumer-grade messaging 
infrastructure to a sleek, updated solution built for the demands of the frontline respondent offices.

Using NetSfere, the police office benefited by:

+ Having seamless, secure, and time-sensitive collaboration among the agents

+ Having a control of the users in their network

+ Deleting conversations and users if necessary

+ Being compliant as all their data is stored on servers in Europe that comply with the General Data 

Protection Regulation (RGPD/GDPR)

+ Sending pictures which were centrally stored in NetSfere and not in the photo gallery

+ Sending large confidential files, which were centrally stored in NetSfere

+ Getting informed if a user takes a screenshot of NetSfere

To date, the Police office has been completely satisfied with the NetSfere secure enterprise messaging 
solution.

About NetSfere  
NetSfere offers next-generation messaging and mobility solutions to telecom operators and enterprises 
around the world, including its secure enterprise-grade mobile messaging platform NetSfere Enterprise. 
NetSfere Enterprise is a recognized secure enterprise messaging service and platform that provides security 
and message delivery capabilities, including global availability of cloud-based services, device-to-device 
encryption, location-based functions, and administrative controls. The service is also offered in partnership 
with Deutsche Telekom GmbH, one of the world's leading integrated telecommunications companies, and 
with NTT Ltd., a global information technology and communications service provider, jointly offering NetSfere 
to its customers in all the world. NetSfere also meets global legal requirements such as GDPR, HIPAA, 
Sarbanes-Oxley, ISO 27001, and others. The company's technology supports more than 500 million 
subscribers and more than one billion messages per year. NetSfere has offices in the United States, Germany, 
UK, India and Singapore. For more information, visit: www.netsfere.com.
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